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Abstract: This paper presents a (pre)feasibility study of the rail-based ultra-short launch and landing
system ElektRail for fixed-wing airborne wind energy systems, such as Ampyx Power. The ElektRail
concept promises airborne mass reductions through the elimination of landing gear as well as
decreased landing stresses and ground stability requirements, opening possibilities for improved
aerodynamics through a single fuselage configuration. Initially designed for operating fixed-wing
drones from open fields, the ElektRail concept had to be significantly shortened for application in
an airborne wind energy (AWE) context. This shorter size is required due to the much more limited
space available at AWE sites, especially on offshore platforms. Hence, a performance enhancement
using the integration of a bungee launching and landing system (BLLS) was designed and a system
dynamics model for the launch and landing was derived. The results demonstrated the possibility for
the ElektRail to be shortened from 140 m to just 19.3 m for use with an optimised tethered aircraft with
a mass of 317 kg. A system length below 20 m indicates that an enhanced ElektRail launch and landing
concept could be viable for airborne wind energy operations, even with relatively low-tech bungee
cord boosters. Linear motor drives with a long stator linear motor actuator could potentially shorten
the system length further to just 15 m, as well as provide better control dynamics. An investigation
into improved AWE net power outputs due to reduced airborne mass and aerodynamic improvements
remains to be conducted.

Keywords: ElektRail; Ampyx Power; AWES; airborne wind energy; UAV; system dynamics; BLLS;
landing; launch; acceleration phase; deceleration phase

1. Introduction

Airborne wind energy systems (AWES) transform wind energy into an aerodynamic
force using tethered flying devices. For ground-generation concepts, this force is transferred
to the ground via the tether, where it is further converted into torque and shaft power [1].
Unlike wind turbines, AWES cannot simply be switched on and off, but require launch and
landing manoeuvres. Incorporating these manoeuvres into the operation of the system is a
crucial aspect of the technology, which strongly influences the overall system design.

Fagiano and Schnez [2] investigated four different types of launch methods for fixed-
wing AWES:

• Vertical launch with rotors;
• Rotational launch;
• Linear launch with onboard propellers;
• Winch launch without onboard propellers.

Considering airborne mass, required ground area, cost and power consumption, as
well as further necessary AWE design changes, they concluded that the linear launch with
onboard propellers is the superior choice followed by the winch launch without onboard
propellers, which requires a larger ground area. Fagiano et al. further matured the concept
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of linear launch with onboard propellers by including small-scale prototypes [3,4] and the
automation of the flight control scheme [5]. This is also the concept that Ampyx Power
selected as their technology demonstrator [6].

In [7], Kruijff et al. described the rationale behind the selection process for a launch
and landing concept. Rough terrain (or being at sea), omnidirectional wind conditions
and a sustained tether connection were considered essential requirements. A conventional
field landing was deemed unsuitable because the required field size and rotor-type vertical
lift were considered not viable for mass-sensitive, utility-scale aircraft. The ability to
gently capture the aircraft using some type of controlled interceptor is preferable; however,
this was evaluated as being too technically challenging to achieve proof of concept with
demonstrators. Hence, a platform that can be rotated into the wind direction was chosen in
combination with the tether itself pulling down and decelerating the aircraft.

To enable launches and landings to occur in a very short distance (i.e., from offshore
platforms of max. 30 m), the Ampyx Power AP3 has to use a rather robust landing concept
in which the landing gear (Figure 1) has to dampen the very abrupt deceleration and
touchdown forces that are induced by the tether [8]. Drenth [9] analysed the dynamics
of launching and landing the AP3 within the context of wave-induced offshore platform
motions and Vimalakanthan et al. [10] modelled the aerodynamics of the AP3 and thus,
provided further details on the launch and landing phases and the system properties.

Figure 1. The Ampyx Power AP3 featuring a quadruple landing gear [11].

To compensate for the high forces, the AP3 employs a quadruple landing gear that is
distributed across a dual fuselage (see Figure 1). This rectangular arrangement of contact
points with the launch and landing platform ensures stability during situations when
the wind is too strong to operate the AWES and could threaten to blow over the aircraft,
so the airborne system is grounded to the platform. Furthermore, the AP3 requires a
sufficiently large propeller swept area to provide the thrust for climbing after launch.
A single-fuselage design would lead to an impractically long landing gear to provide
enough ground clearance for the required diameter of a single propeller. This further
contributed to Ampyx Power choosing a dual fuselage, accommodating two propellers and
each with a smaller diameter. However, this fuselage–landing gear configuration comes
with considerable mass and aerodynamic penalties compared to a single fuselage with no
landing gear concept.

Both mass and aerodynamics are crucial to optimise all subsystems of an AWES as
these metrics determine the forces at launch and landing, as well as the cut-in wind speeds
from which the system can start to produce net power. Brodrick et al. [12] described the
importance of mass reduction in the example of soft kite-based systems. Mass reduction
is especially challenging in upscaled tethered aircraft, since their mass tends to increase
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proportionally to the aircraft volume (cubed in relation to wing span), while the lift only
increases with the surface area of the wing (squared in relation to wing span).

In this paper, we investigated the use of the ElektRail [13] launch and landing concept
in AWE applications. The concept was originally developed for the launch and landing
of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). It is a portable ground-based landing gear system
that allows fixed-wing UAV operations to be independent from runway infrastructure
(Figure 2). The track-based system is equipped with a carriage that has three degrees of
freedom to align and synchronise with UAVs upon landing (Figure 3). Therefore, it matches
the speed, longitudinal (x) and lateral (y) offset and yaw angle (Φ) of the approaching UAV
shortly before it makes contact via the mechanical interface that positions the UAV on the
carriage. Any dynamic disturbances to the UAV, e.g., wind gusts, are compensated for by
the ground carriage system actuation, such that the offset from the reference position of
the UAV relative to the carriage does not exceed the tolerances allowed by the mechanical
UAV–carriage interface. At launch, the UAV is propelled forward by the carriage until
take-off velocity is reached and the interface is decoupled.

Figure 2. An ElektRail prototype.

Figure 3. An ElektRail CAD model.

This paper focused on fixed ground generator AWE concepts, such as Ampyx Power’s
AP3 demonstrator, as the ElektRail system could provide significant mass savings for the
aircraft through the deletion of the onboard landing gear. Further mass savings (as well as
aerodynamic performance improvements) could be achieved through a radical redesign
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into a single fuselage UAV. By providing more ground clearance through a ground-based
landing gear, which could be longer than an onboard version, it was easier to provide the
required propeller swept area within a single fuselage design. The vertical forces during
touchdown could also be significantly reduced as the carriage interface mechanism could
accommodate a vertical actuator for residual altitude and vertical velocity synchronisation
and therefore, lower required sink rates. Theoretically, even a level approach with a sink
rate of zero could be captured by an interface with vertical actuation. The mechanical
carriage interface could further support the single fuselage design by providing the required
wind gust stability for an arrested single fuselage airborne system during out of operation
situations. The switch to a single fuselage reduced structural mass in itself and began a
snowball effect for further savings. However, such a radical single fuselage redesign is not
investigated in this paper.

The aim of this investigation was to perform a (pre)feasibility study of whether an
ElektRail launch and landing concept with a synchronisation carriage could, in principle,
be applied to fixed-wing airborne wind energy systems, thereby potentially unlocking
new tethered aircraft designs to improve overall wind energy yield. The extent to which
quantitative energy yield could be improved by these optimisations is not in the content of
this paper.

In the following article, a potential system design for a performance enhanced and
shortened ElektRail launch and landing system is proposed in Section 2.1. Section 2.2 formu-
lates a system dynamics model that represents an AWES that is similar to Ampyx Power’s
AP3 demonstrator. The results are presented in Section 3.1 and discussed in Section 3.2.
Section 4 draws conclusions and provides an outlook for possible further research.

2. System Design and Model

As a lower limit for potential mass reduction, the mass of the onboard landing gear
(excluding the structural hard points) was assumed to be eliminated from the UAV. This led
to a 62.5 kg reduction in the airborne mass of the technology demonstrator AP3, yielding
317 kg (down from 379.5 kg) [14]. In an attempt to adapt the ElektRail for use in an AWES,
this paper looked into shortening the ElektRail length to a maximum of 30 m for the
upper limit for a viable offshore platform size as its priority design goal and raising its
capability to support 317 kg of airborne mass, which was derived from a mass-optimised
Ampyx Power AP3 without onboard landing gear. The aim of this investigation was to
perform a (pre)feasibility study of whether an ElektRail launch and landing concept with a
synchronisation carriage could, in principle, be applied to fixed-wing airborne wind energy
systems, potentially unlocking new tethered aircraft designs that could improve overall
wind energy yield. The extent to which quantitative energy yield could be improved by
these optimisations is not within the scope of this paper.

ElektRail accelerates and decelerates the carriage using a set of eight brushless direct
current (BLDC) electric motors. Deceleration in the base ElektRail design is mainly achieved
by regenerative braking and then storing the energy in the onboard battery of the carriage.
However, ElektRail is also equipped with mechanical friction disc brakes as a secondary
braking system [15], which are used alongside the regenerative braking to bring the system
to a complete stop in nominal operation and act as a full braking backup in off-nominal
conditions, such as in the event of a failure in the primary electrical actuator system.
The design proposed in this paper concerns a hybrid actuation method, consisting of
existing actuators that were enhanced by a bungee launch and landing system (BLLS).

2.1. System Description

As illustrated in Figure 4, the carriage (2) acts as a ground system–aircraft interface
and captures/releases the aircraft during take-off and landing. The carriage is also the
suitable interface to lead the tether to a fixed ground generator. The carriage drives along
the rails (3) (from left to right in Figure 5) and transmits acceleration or deceleration forces
between the aircraft and the ground. For this purpose, the carriage incorporates electric
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motors and friction disc brakes in addition to the synchronisation actuators and sensors
that are required for landing synchronisation. The enhanced BLLS design consists of a
bungee trolley (1) that slides along the rails (3), which additionally transmits the force of the
elastic cords (7) to the carriage (2) and vice versa (Figure 4). Two non-elastic ropes (4L and
4R) are attached to the left- and right-hand sides of the bungee trolley. A stationary pulley
mechanism guides the ropes to the inner section of the rails, where they are eventually
joined together (4) with the non-elastic rope of the winch (5) at the rope adapter (A).
The winch (6) is fixed to the end piece of the rails at position xs,bl . The pulley mechanism
connects the force of the elastic cords (7) to the non-elastic ropes via a sliding pulley (8),
which is guided on a linear rail guide. The other end of the elastic cords is also fixed to the
end piece of the rails at xs,bl , adjacent to the winch.

Figure 4. The top view of one end of the ElektRail with a BLLS (components described in the text).

Figure 5. A schematic diagram of the ElektRail system.

Prior to launch, the bungee trolley is positioned at xs,bl without any cord tension, where
it is temporarily fixed to the end piece of the rails using permanent electromagnets (9).
The carriage is slid back until it comes into contact with the bungee trolley. Then, the winch
reels in its rope, which stretches the elastic cords along xe and builds up the potential energy
of the system. At launch, the bungee trolley is released from the electromagnetic arresting
mechanism, assisting the motors in pushing the carriage forwards along the first section of
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the rails until x f ,bl (Figure 4). Thereafter, the carriage continues without the trolley, driven
by its momentum and continuous motor force to launch or land the AWES UAV.

The landing, or deceleration process during landing, comprises the opposite behaviour.
Prior to landing, the bungee trolley is positioned at the waiting position x f ,bl and remains
in a stationary state, as shown on the right-hand side (landing). The winch reels in the
rope so that the elastic cords are straightened but not stretched. The carriage is positioned
at the end of the ElektRail system, opposing the trolley position, and synchronises with
the approaching aircraft before reaching an initial velocity (in the figure, from below) and
colliding with the bungee trolley. To handle the impact of the collision, the bungee trolley is
equipped with a shock absorption system. The carriage pushes the bungee trolley towards
xs,bl , elongating the elastic cords until both the carriage and bungee trolley come to a stop.

The ElektRail architecture allows for the integration of a second parallel bungee cord
system on the other rail (left-hand side in Figure 4) in order to increase force and acceleration.
This arrangement is referred to as a double BLLS. For the ElektRail to function with the
assistance of the BLLS during acceleration and deceleration, a double BLLS is mounted at
each end of the ElektRail system (Figure 6), one to support acceleration and the other to
support deceleration. In an attempt to optimise the overall length of the ElektRail, one end
of the BLLS was designed with respect to the dynamics of the launch acceleration and the
other was designed to handle the landing deceleration dynamics, which are the phases that
require the maximum energy during the acceleration and deceleration processes. The space
in between the two parallel rails is left unoccupied for the potential integration of a fixed
ground generator AWE system.

Figure 6. The architecture of an ElektRail equipped with double BLLS acceleration/deceleration
sections on the left- and right-hand sides of the figure. (A part of the rail length in between is
not shown).

2.2. Mathematical Model

The system dynamics model of an ElektRail describes the motion of the carriage and
takes into account other components that may be coupled with it. It depends on which
phase of operation the system is in. The operations are broken down into landing and
launch. During each operation cycle, there is an acceleration phase and a deceleration
phase. In the acceleration phase, the carriage (with the UAV mounted on top) is propelled
by both the elastic cords and the electric motors in parallel, as well as the UAV thrust if
applicable. In the deceleration phase, the elastic cords and the electric motors act as brakes
to bring the carriage to a halt. Additionally, a synchronisation phase is required during
landing. During the synchronisation phase, the velocities and positions of the carriage and
UAV are synchronised to allow for a smooth touchdown. At take-off, the synchronisation
phase is not required. However, as the system length was designed according to the landing
operation, there is still spare rail length available until deceleration begins. The coupling
conditions for each operation phase are illustrated in Figure 7 and Table 1.
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Figure 7. The coupled bodies for each operational phase.

Table 1. The associated force and mass parameters for each phase of operation.

Take-Off Landing

Acceleration Fer, Fm, T, Fµ, Rx, Rz Fer, Fm, Fµ

mbt, mc, muav mbt, mc

Synchronisation Fm, Fµ Fm, Fµ

mc, muav mc

Deceleration Fes, Fbr, Fµ Fes, Fbr, Fµ, Rx, Rz
mc, mbt mbt, mc, muav

Following parameters and assumptions were considered in the system dynamics model:

• The motor force Fm is constant;
• The UAV thrust force T is constant during take-off and any thrust variations caused

by increased ground- or airspeed during take-off are neglected;
• The impact of the UAV lift force Rz on the normal force of the carriage N and thus, the

respective friction force Fµ during take-off are considered;
• The aerodynamic drag force of the UAV Rx is taken into account in additional to the

drag force of the carriage Fdrag,c when applicable. The airspeed vaero is assumed for
windless conditions and is equal to the velocity of the respective body relative to the
stationary rail system;

• The UAV acceleration/deceleration is limited to 5 g to preserve structural integrity;
• Maximum carriage acceleration/deceleration (without the UAV connected to it) is

limited to 10 g to preserve structural integrity;
• The inclination angle β of the non-elastic ropes is positioned relative to the horizontal

system (Figure 8);
• The hysteresis of the elastic ropes results in a rebounding force Fer is different from a

stretching force Fes;
• The braking force Fbr is constant;
• The mass of the carriage mc, UAV muav and bungee trolley mbt are taken into account

when applicable;
• The rope winding over the pulleys, as well as electric friction disk motors, is assumed

to be without slipping;
• Coupled bodies are treated as one body;
• The motors can operate at full power in the reverse direction and hence, Fbr,max = Fm,max;
• The landing operation must incorporate a minimum synchronisation window of

tsync = 0.2 s as tolerance for the touchdown on the carriage;
• The take-off and landing velocities of the UAV are assumed to be 25 m/s.
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Figure 8. A free-body diagram of the BLLS-enhanced ElektRail.

The following parameters were neglected in the modelling process:

• The mass of the elastic cords;
• The mass of the non-elastic ropes, pulleys and slider;
• Any friction forces in the bearings;
• The work of the friction force when the UAV slips off the carriage.

The model was built as follows:
The elongation of the elastic cords xe could be expressed in terms of the bungee trolley

position on the rails with respect to the BLLS coordinate system xbl [16] as:

xe =
1
2

xbl . (1)

The rebounding and stretching forces Fe,1 of an elastic cord were expressed in terms of
xe as:

Fe,1 =

{
Fer,1 = ∑8

i=0 pixi
e, if xbl > 0,

Fes,1 = ∑8
i=0 piixi

e, if xbl < 0.
(2)

As shown in Figure 9, the approximated function represented the force–elongation
curve of a single elastic cord that was derived from a dataset provided by the manufacturer
in [16]. The values of the coefficients were derived for single elastic cords of lengths b0 = 5 m
and b0 = 5.5 m, as were used in the acceleration and deceleration BLLSs, respectively
(Tables 2 and 3).

Figure 9. The force–elongation curve and hysteresis of the assumed elastic cord. Fer,1 and Fes,1 are
indicated in green and red, respectively.

Table 2. The coefficients of the Fer,1 approximation function (rebound force) for elastic cords of 5 m
and 5.5 m in length.

Coefficient p0 p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 p7 p8

5 m cord −6.618 2531 −2593 1298 −124.2 −144.8 62.59 −10.07 0.592
5.5 m cord −6.618 2301 −2143 975.4 −84.80 −89.91 35.33 −5.167 0.276
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Table 3. The coefficients of the Fes,1 approximation function (stretching force) for elastic cords of 5 m
and 5.5 m in length.

Coefficient p00 p11 p22 p33 p44 p55 p66 p77 p88

5 m cord 7.499 4707 −7681 6859 −3456 1026 −178.2 16.78 −0.662
5.5 m cord 7.499 4279 −6348 5153 −2361 637.3 −100.6 8.609 −0.309

Hence, the total force of the elastic cords, consisting of ne parallel elastic cords in each
BLLS and nbl BLLSs used in parallel, was:

Fe = nblneFe,1 =

{
Fer = nblneFer,1, if xbl > 0,
Fes = nblneFes,1, if xbl < 0.

(3)

When the pulley mechanism and the inclination angle β, as illustrated in Figure 8,
were taken into account, the effective force of the elastic cords on the bungee trolley Fe,bl
could be expressed as:

Fe,bl =
Fe

2
cos β =

{
Fer,bl =

Fer
2 cos β, if xbl > 0,

Fes,bl =
Fes
2 cos β, if xbl < 0.

(4)

The force Fe,bl was transmitted to the bungee trolley via the non-elastic ropes. As the
trolley was not always coupled to the carriage, the effective elastic force on the carriage was:

Fe,c =


Fer,c =

{
Fer
2 cos β, if xbl > 0,

0, if xbl < 0,

Fes,c =

{
Fes
2 cos β, if xbl > 0,

0, if xbl < 0.

(5)

The aerodynamic drag forces of the carriage and UAV were expressed as in
Equations (6) and (7), respectively:

Fdrag,c =
Cd,cρair Acv2

aero
2

(6)

Rx =
Cd,uavρair Auavv2

aero
2

(7)

The resultant normal force varied with respect to the coupled bodies of the bungee
trolley (BT), carriage (C) and UAV and equalled:

N =



(
(mbt + mc + muav)g + Fe

2 sin β− Rz

)
sign(ẋbl), for BT, C and UAV,(

(mbt + mc)g + Fe
2 sin β

)
sign(ẋbl), for BT and C,(

(mc + muav)g− Rz

)
sign(ẋbl), for C and UAV,

mcg sign(ẋbl), for C,(
mbtg + Fe

2 sin β
)

sign(ẋbl), for BT.

(8)

where the lift force of the UAV is expressed as:

Rz =
Cl,uavρair Auavv2

aero
2

. (9)

Hence, the friction force was:
Fµ = −µN. (10)
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sin β and cos β were derived from the geometry illustrated in Figure 8:

sin β =
d√

x2
bl + d2

(11)

cos β =
xbl√

x2
bl + d2

(12)

The numerical values for the force of the electric motors Fm, the thrust force of the
UAV T and the braking force resulting from the operation of the motors in the reverse
direction Fbr are shown in Table 4 [14].

Table 4. The numerical values of Fm, T and Fbr.

Parameter Definition Value Unit

Fm Electric motor forwards force 4000 N
T UAV thrust force 750 N

Fbr Electric motor backwards (braking) force 4000 N

The equation of motion that described the carriage during the acceleration phase was:

Fin + Fdrag + Fµ − Ft = 0. (13)

where Fin is the total inertial force, Fdrag is the total aerodynamic force, Fµ is the applicable
friction force and Ft is the effective propelling force of the carriage. During the deceleration
phase, the motion of the carriage was described by:

Fin + Fµ + Fdrag + Fbr + Fes,bl = 0. (14)

For a take-off operation, the carriage motion was described by the following:
Take-off acceleration:

ẍbl =

(
Cd,c Ac +

[
Cd,uav + µCl,uav sign(ẋbl)

]
Auav

)
ρair

2(mbt + mc + muav)
ẋ2

bl − µg sign(ẋbl)

− |xbl |+ µd

2(mbt + mc + muav)
√

x2
bl + d2

Fer −
Fm + T

mbt + mc + muav
(15)

Take-off deceleration:

ẍbl = −
Cd,cρair Ac

2(mbt + mc)
ẋ2

bl − µg sign(ẋbl)−
|xbl |+ µd

2(mbt + mc)
√

x2
bl + d2

Fes −
Fbr

mbt + mc
(16)

The landing operation was expressed as:
Landing acceleration:

ẍbl =
Cd,cρair Ac

2(mbt + mc)
ẋ2

bl − µg sign(ẋbl)−
|xbl |+ µd

2(mbt + mc)
√

x2
bl + d2

Fer −
Fm

mbt + mc
(17)

Landing deceleration:

ẍbl = −

(
Cd,c Ac +

[
Cd,uav + µCl,uav sign(ẋbl)

]
Auav

)
ρair

2(mbt + mc + muav)
ẋ2

bl − µg sign(ẋbl)

− |xbl |+ µd

2(mbt + mc + muav)
√

x2
bl + d2

Fes −
Fbr

mbt + mc + muav
(18)
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The equation of motion describing the decoupled bungee trolley after the acceleration
phase of either the landing or take-off operation was:

ẍbl = −µg sign(ẋbl)−
|xbl |+ µd

2mbt

√
x2

bl + d2
Fe. (19)

So far, the dynamics were expressed in terms of the BLLS coordinate system xbl , ybl , zbl .
The dynamics of the carriage could be further expressed in terms of the ElektRail coordinate
system x, y, z. For acceleration, the transformation equations were:

x = lBLLS − xbl , (20)

ẋ = −ẋbl , (21)

ẍ = −ẍbl . (22)

where lBLLS is the length of a BLLS, defined by:

lBLLS = x f ,bl = b0 + xe = b0 + eb0. (23)

where e is the percentage of the elongation of the elastic cords. The transformation for
deceleration was:

x = xbr,i + xbl , (24)

ẋ = ẋbl , (25)

ẍ = ẍbl . (26)

where xbr,i is the position of the carriage on the ElektRail prior to entering the deceleration
phase. xbr,i is assumed to be zero for simplicity.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Results

In the following section, we analysed the carriage dynamics during landing and take-
off. The findings were further used to anticipate the overall ElektRail length. The equations
of motion were solved with regard to the system parameters in Table 5, which represent
plausible values that were close to the Ampyx Power AP3 demonstrator.

In an attempt to minimise the ElektRail length, the acceleration and deceleration BLLSs
were designed to operate in a more linear behaviour. Furthermore, both BLLSs utilised a
different number ne and length b0 of elastic cords in the process (Tables 6 and 7).

Table 5. The simulation parameters.

Parameter Definition Value Unit

muav UAV mass 317 kg
mc Carriage mass 550 kg
mbt Bungee trolley mass 40 kg
Ac Cross-sectional area of the carriage 1.53 m2

Auav Aerodynamic surface of the wing 14.4 m2

Cd,c Drag force coefficient of the carriage 0.82 -
Cd,uav Drag force coefficient of the UAV with high-lift system 0.15 -
Cl,uav Lift force coefficient of the UAV with high-lift system 1.5 -

d Vertical offset between bungee trolley and pulleys 0.25 m
µ Rolling friction coefficient 0.1 -

ρair Air density 1.225 kg/m3
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Table 6. The characteristics of the acceleration BLLS.

Parameter Definition Value Unit

b0 Length of one relaxed elastic cord 5 m
nbl Number of BLLSs in parallel 2 -
ne Number of elastic cords in parallel per BLLS 23 -

Table 7. The characteristics of the deceleration BLLS.

Parameter Definition Value Unit

b0 Length of one relaxed elastic cord 5.5 m
nbl Number of BLLSs in parallel 2 -
ne Number of elastic cords in parallel per BLLS 15 -

The carriage dynamics during landing are illustrated in Figure 10 and Tables 8 and 9.
During the landing acceleration phase of the carriage without the aircraft (a), the maximum
acceleration value occurred as the cords were at maximum tension before diminishing
slightly. In reverse, the deceleration built up in (b) as the carriage with the captured aircraft
increased tension in the cords. Both curves were complemented by the electric motors.

Figure 10. The carriage dynamics due to the landing acceleration phase (a) and the landing decelera-
tion phase (b).

Table 8. The dynamics of the carriage during the landing acceleration phase.

Parameter Definition Value Unit

ei Initial elongation of the elastic cords 80 %
∆xla Distance travelled during landing acceleration phase 5 m
∆vla Change in velocity during landing acceleration phase 25 m/s

ala,max Maximum landing acceleration rate 75.3 m/s2

∆tla Duration of landing acceleration phase 0.37 s

Table 9. The dynamics of the carriage during the landing deceleration phase.

Parameter Definition Value Unit

e f Final elongation of the elastic cords 69.3 %
∆xld Distance travelled during landing deceleration phase 9.3 m
∆vld Change in velocity during landing deceleration phase −25 m/s

ald,max Maximum landing deceleration rate −49.2 m/s2

∆tld Duration of landing deceleration phase 0.66 s

The carriage dynamics during take-off are demonstrated in Figure 11 and Tables 10 and 11.
During take-off acceleration (a), the overall acceleration was lower compared to the landing
acceleration as the same force had to move a significantly higher mass. Stopping the
carriage without the aircraft, however, led to the somewhat higher deceleration in (b)
compared to the landing phase in Figure 10.
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Figure 11. The carriage dynamics at take-off during the acceleration phase (a) and deceleration
phase (b).

Table 10. The dynamics of the carriage during the take-off acceleration phase.

Parameter Definition Value Unit

ei Initial elongation of the elastic cords 80 %
∆xta Distance travelled during take-off acceleration phase 7.9 m
∆vta Change in velocity during take-off acceleration phase 25 m/s

ata,max Maximum take-off acceleration rate 49.05 m/s2

∆tta Duration of take-off acceleration phase 0.58 s

Table 11. The dynamics of the carriage during the take-off deceleration phase.

Parameter Definition Value Unit

e f Final elongation of the elastic cords 23.9 %
∆xtd Distance travelled during take-off deceleration phase 6.8 m
∆vtd Change in velocity during take-off deceleration phase −25 m/s

atd,max Maximum take-off deceleration rate −60.2 m/s2

∆ttd Duration of take-off deceleration phase 0.49 s

As shown earlier in Figure 9, the most linear behaviour of the elastic cords was
demonstrated in the range of 20% ≤ e ≤ 80%. The initial elongation of the elastic cords prior
to acceleration was thus limited to ei = 80%, as seen in Tables 8 and 10. Moreover, the BLLS
design parameters were selected so that the final elongation reached at deceleration e f was
kept within the most linear region (Tables 9 and 11).

The acceleration and deceleration BLLSs required a minimum length on the Elek-
tRail (Figure 12) for each launch and landing. These lengths could be calculated us-
ing Equation (23) with respect to the elastic cords of length b0 = 5.5 and the maximum
elongations of ei = 80% and e f = 69.3% for acceleration and deceleration, resulting in
lBLLS,acc = 9 m and lBLLS,dec = 9.3 m. Assuming that ∆xla ≤ lBLLS ≥ ∆xtd, the required
ElektRail lengths for take-off Lt and landing Ll could be expressed as:

Ll = max (∆xla + xsync, lBLLS,acc) + max (∆xld, lBLLS,dec) = 19.3 m, (27)

Lt = max (∆xta, lBLLS,acc) + max (∆xtd, lBLLS,dec) = 18.3 m. (28)

where xsync is the distance travelled by the carriage at a constant velocity of vsync = 25 m/s
during a tsync = 0.2 s synchronisation window, which equated to:

xsync = vsynctsync = 5 m. (29)

Figure 12. An explanatory schematic of the required length of the ElektRail.
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As can be observed from Equations (27) and (28), the length required for landing was
more than the length required for launch. Hence, the required ElektRail length was:

L = max (Ll , Lt) = 19.3 m. (30)

Table 12 shows a sensitivity analysis regarding the theoretically longer synchronisa-
tion times.

Table 12. The system length with different synchronisation times.

Required tsync,landing Available tsync,take-off System Length

0.2 s 0.08 s 19.3 m
0.5 s 0.38 s 26.8 m
1 s 0.88 s 39.3 m

1.5 s 1.38 s 51.8 m

3.2. Discussion

A fixed-wing AWES launched and recovered by an ElektRail ground system could
unlock design improvements for airborne configurations.

The ElektRail system length could already be limited to 19.3 m as a concept. This
is below the desired maximum 30 m requirement for a compact offshore platform, as-
suming a landing synchronisation phase of 0.2 s. Despite this short synchronisation time,
a robust control scheme seems achievable as synchronisation control already begins dur-
ing the approach and acceleration of the carriage before the UAV is due to touch down.
A sensitivity analysis regarding longer synchronisation times was performed in Table 12.
However, it is likely that the achieved system length could be incrementally shortened even
further through the optimisation of the elastic cord choice (especially in force–elongation
behaviour), the number of parallel cords and BLLS length. Furthermore, an interactive
electric motor controller regime could allow for a stronger BLLS peak force without ex-
ceeding the acceleration limits imposed by the UAV (5 g) or the carriage (10 g). During
the peak force of the cords at maximum elongation, the motor force could be reduced or
even reversed so as not to exceed the limit despite the use of stronger or a higher number
of cords.

As the cord peak force increases, the ElektRail rail structure in the BLLS area needs
to be reinforced to compensate for the high tension forces. However, this would not have
an impact on the system dynamics as it only concerns static mass and therefore, is only
considered as a detailed implementation design.

Limitations for this approach could arise regarding the further scaling of the AWE
vehicle size and mass as this requires a proportional increase in the acceleration and
deceleration forces. However, this becomes increasingly difficult as the individual cords
are only commercially available up to a certain strength and the use of cords in parallel
results in complexity and integration space issues. Furthermore, there is an open question
as to how durable elastic cords would be in a challenging maritime environment, with
salt water spray combined with long durations of sun exposure and, in some locations,
potentially ice.

As shown in the theoretical system dynamics calculation in Equation (31), the theoreti-
cal minimum ElektRail system length with a non-power limited actuator, whilst preserving
UAV and carriage g-limits, is 14.6 m.

The acceleration rate a is linked to the displacement s (determining the required length
of the acceleration section) via the following relationship, while v f is the terminal velocity
and vi is the initial velocity. Thus, a equates to

a =
v2

f − v2
i

2s
(31)

and results in system length requirements of Table 13.
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Table 13. System length with use of LMDs, including a 0.2 s synchronisation window.

Acceleration Deceleration Required System Length

Take-off 5 g 10 g 9.6 m
Landing 10 g 5 g 14.6 m

As an alternative to a BLLS approach, future work may want to explore different
actuator concepts, such as long stator linear synchronous motor LMDs, which have been
proven in roller coaster actuation systems, for example, and are capable of at least 10 g
acceleration, more than 200 kN of force and high dynamic actuation precision. Furthermore,
this kind of linear motor allows the energy supply, such as batteries, controllers and most
of the motor mass itself to be integrated into the static subsystem, thereby saving mass on
the moving carriage and increasing dynamic performance further or alternatively reducing
power requirements. A significant consideration of this approach, however, would be
system costs and how much these could be reduced by shortening the system length in a
mass production scenario. Hence, the authors strongly encourage further investigation in
this direction to push the boundaries of system compactness [17,18].

As proposed by Fagiano et al. [5], winch-pulled longitudinal carriage actuation via a
belt or rope could also be a viable and low-cost design. However, the dynamic elongation
effects of the belt or rope could significantly impact the actuation control precision. Hav-
ing onboard electric motors for the carriage would compensate for the potential control
challenges that could be induced by the dynamic elongation effects.

Regarding robustness against failures and repeatability, the long stator linear syn-
chronous motor actuation would most likely be superior to both bungee cord-enforced
electric motor actuation and winch-pulled carriage actuation as it would involve an electro-
magnetic system with a minimal number of moving parts.

The architecture of the ElektRail qualifies it to serve both a fixed ground generator
AWES and an open loop rail moving ground generator AWES. Further investigation is
required to determine the optimal way in which the UAV tether can safely interact with
the system during touchdown, despite the presence of an ElektRail interface. In principle,
the tether integration could work in a similar manner to [5], where there is also a landing
carriage that carries the tether. In order to provide the required tether slag or tension, the
ground generator/motor needs to compensate for the actuated movement of the carriage
and additionally, reel the required tether length in or out in addition to monitoring the
aircraft’s flight position. Despite these general considerations, UAV–tether interface designs
have not yet been the subject of investigation and are closely related to overall UAV designs,
as well as carriage interface designs.

The increased airborne wind energy power output needs to be quantified in future
studies. Mass savings from just the elimination of heavy landing gear while only keeping
the structural hard points are deemed to be very likely. Furthermore, a significant redesign
of the UAV configuration itself from a dual fuselage to a single fuselage, while eliminating
significant airborne mass as well as aerodynamic drag, appears desirable. The optimisation
of both the landing gear and the fuselage would allow for more of the wing-generated
lift to be used as productive work transferred to the generator via the tether as opposed
to being dissipated in flight physics losses. The extent to which this would translate into
the increased power output of an optimised airborne wind energy system remains to be
modelled in future studies.

4. Conclusions

This paper showed that the ElektRail UAV launch and landing concept can be en-
hanced with bungee cord support acceleration devices at each end of the launch and
landing rails. The system length can be reduced to 19.3 m and thus, is of a magnitude that
is suitable for the intended use in airborne wind energy systems on offshore platforms.
Furthermore, by switching to the entirely different actuator concept of long stator linear
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motors, the system dynamics could potentially be further improved to a system length
of just 14.6 m without exceeding the maximum acceleration forces for the flying system
component of the AWE system. While working prototypes of ElektRail for fixed-wing
UAVs exist, an AWES-adapted prototype is yet to be built.

Hence, it can be concluded that an ElektRail launch and landing concept could be
a worthwhile consideration in order to reduce the mass of the flying system component
and thus, increase the net power yield of the overall system. Significant mass savings
can already be achieved by simply transferring large parts of the landing gear function to
ground-based equipment. As discussed above, considerably larger mass savings can be
expected in the overall redesign of the flying system component into a lighter and more
aerodynamic single fuselage configuration. This could be enabled by higher propeller
ground clearance, as well as improved mechanical stability from an ElektRail interface with
the flying component.

All in all, an ElektRail launch and landing concept that is adapted for offshore airborne
wind energy systems, as depicted in Figure 13, seems worthwhile to explore further.

Figure 13. A rendering of an offshore wind farm for future AWES with ElektRail launch and land-
ing systems.
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Nomenclature
The following nomenclature are used in this manuscript:

muav UAV mass
mc Carriage mass
mbt Bungee trolley mass
Ac Cross-sectional area of the carriage
Auav Aerodynamic surface of the wing
Cd,uav Drag force coefficient of the UAV
Cd,c Drag force coefficient of the carriage
Cl,uav Lift force coefficient of the UAV
d Vertical offset between the bungee trolley and pulleys
µ Rolling friction coefficient
ρ Air density
b0 Length of the elastic cords
nbl Number of BLLSs in parallel
ne Number of elastic cords in parallel in a BLLS
ei Percentage of initial elongation of the elastic cords
e f Percentage of final elongation of the elastic cords
e Percentage of elongation of the elastic cords
∆xta Total distance travelled by the carriage during the launch acceleration phase
∆xtd Total distance travelled by the carriage during the launch deceleration phase
∆xla Total distance travelled by the carriage during the landing acceleration phase
∆xld Total distance travelled by the carriage during the landing deceleration phase
∆vta Velocity change of the carriage during the launch acceleration phase
∆vtd Velocity change of the carriage during the launch deceleration phase
∆vla Velocity change of the carriage during the landing acceleration phase
∆vld Velocity change of the carriage during the landing deceleration phase
∆tta Duration of the launch acceleration phase
∆ttd Duration of the launch deceleration phase
∆tla Duration of the landing acceleration phases
∆tld Duration of the landing deceleration phase

ata,max
Maximum acceleration rate reached by the carriage during the launch
acceleration phase

atd,max
Maximum acceleration rate reached by the carriage during the launch
deceleration phase

ala,max
Maximum acceleration rate reached by the carriage during the landing
acceleration phase

ald,max
Maximum acceleration rate reached by the carriage during the landing
deceleration phase

lBLLS Length of a BLLS
lBLLS,acc Length of the acceleration BLLS
lBLLS,dec Length of the deceleration BLLS
Ll Required ElektRail system length for landing
Lt Required ElektRail system length for launch
L Required ElektRail system length
xsync Distance travelled by the carriage during the synchronisation window
vsync Velocity of the carriage during the synchronisation window
tsync Duration of the synchronisation window

x f ,bl
End position of the BLLS on the ElektRail and bungee trolley position on the
ElektRail when the elastic cords are fully relaxed

xs,bl

Start position of the BLLS on the ElektRail and bungee trolley position on the
ElektRail when the elastic cords are elongated with the maximum e of a
respective BLLS

xbr,i Carriage position on the ElektRail prior to deceleration
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x Position relative to the ElektRail coordinates
ẋ Velocity relative to the ElektRail coordinates
ẍ Acceleration relative to the ElektRail coordinates
xbl Position relative to the BLLS coordinates
ẋbl Velocity relative to the BLLS coordinates
ẍbl Acceleration relative to the BLLS coordinates
Fm Forward force of the eight electric BLDC motors
Fbr Braking force of the eight electric BLDC motors
g Gravitational acceleration

β
Inclination angle of the ropes due to the vertical offset d and horizontal offset
xbl between the bungee trolley and the pulleys

Fin Total inertial force
Fdrag Total aerodynamic drag force
Fµ Total friction force
Ft Total effective propelling force
Fer,bl Effective rebounding force of the elastic cords on the bungee trolley
Fes,bl Effective stretching force of the elastic cords on the bungee trolley
Fe,bl Effective force of the elastic cords on the bungee trolley
Fer,c Effective rebounding force of the elastic cords on the carriage
Fes,c Effective stretching force of the elastic cords on the carriage
Fe,c Effective force of the elastic cords on the carriage
Rx Aerodynamic drag force of the UAV
Rz Lift force of the UAV
Fdrag,c Aerodynamic drag force of the carriage
N Total normal force
T Thrust force of the UAV
Fer Rebounding force of the elastic cords
Fes Stretching force of the elastic cords
Fe Force of the elastic cords
Fer,1 Rebounding force of one elastic cord
Fes,1 Stretching force of one elastic cord
Fe,1 Force of one elastic cord
xe Elongated length of the elastic cords
a Acceleration of an LMD
s Displacement of an LMD
v f Final velocity of an LMD
vi Initial velocity of an LMD

Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

AWE Airborne Wind Energy
AWES Airborne Wind Energy System
BLDC Brushless Direct Current Motor
BLLS Bungee Launch and Landing System
BT Bungee Trolley
C Carriage
GroLaS Ground-based Landing Gear System
LMD Linear Motor Drive
uSTOL Ultra-Short Take-off and Landing
xSTOL Extra-Short Take-off and Landing
UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
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